Your shame hides in many places - in anger, blame, denial,
work holism, perfectionism, drinking and anything else you
compulsively engage in to make yourself feel better.
But if you could just learn to be vulnerable for one second,
and open up to the pain, you would find there’s no place
for your shame to hide.

What is Shame & Humiliation?

~  Adam Appleson

Shame can be viewed as painful feelings
arising from the consciousness of something
dishonorable, improper, ridiculous, etc., done
by oneself or another. Humiliation involves
an event that demonstrates unequal power
in a relationship where you are in the inferior

Shame & Humiliation
The Unspoken Pain of

Dr. Kane was instrumental in furthering my process
of self-discovery and forgiveness of self. He facilitated
the process by creating a therapeutic environment
that allowed me to get to my core issues.” I would
highly recommend Dr. Kane to anyone willing to work
toward understanding who they are and where they
would like to emotionally emerge.

position and unjustly treated.
~ Paul Johns 42, computer engineer

Often the painful experience is vividly
remembered for a long time. There are three
distinct parties involved:
1. the perpetrator excising power;
2. the victim who is shown to be powerless
and therefore humiliated; and
3. the witnesses or observers to the event.
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Definitions of Shame:
~ Feeling badly about yourself
~ Disapproving of your own actions
and accomplishments
~ Feeling inferior or loss of honor
~ Blaming yourself for a mistake

Are there positive ways to respond to feelings
of shame & humiliation?
Yes.
We can choose a path that reinforces the value of the
self and in doing so, we reinforce both our human
power and our five basic freedoms. In choosing this
path our focus is on the “Journey of Self Discovery.”

~ Absence or deficiency of self love

Stages of the Journey of Self Discovery
Definitions of Humiliation:
~ Feeling disrespected or powerless
~ A loss of status or image
~ An event perceived to cause of honor
and induce shame
~ Being unjustly forced into a degrading position
~ Ridicule, scorn, contempt or other treatment
at the hands of others

How do we respond to Shame & Humiliation?
We typically respond by giving up on control and
giving into blaming, anger, fear and sorrow.
We add to the misery by surrendering our human
power and forgoing our five basic freedoms including:
~ The Power to Perceive
~ The Power to Think & Interpret
~ The Power to Feel
~ The Power to Desire, to Want, to Choose
~ The Power to Imagine

MAPPING
M=

Meaning

A=

Advocacy

P=

Protection

P=

Preservation

ING =

The active state of ‘in the doing’

As we walk the Journey of Self Discovery we want to
focus on the journey and not the destination. In doing
so our goal is “letting go” of feelings of shame &
humiliation. We must want to acknowledge that we
“value the psychological self.” VALUE emphasizes the
following:
V=

Validation (approval of the self)

A=

Atonement (the gift of apology/forgiveness)

L=

Love (warmth, positive self regard)

U=
		

Understanding (enlightenment,
comprehension)

E=
		

Empowerment (equip, enable,
supply power to self)
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